Kiwi Sport Statement
Kiwi Sport is a government-funded initiative to support student's participation in organised sport. In 2018 New Windsor school
received $7611.38. This funding was used to support the participation and growth of skills in t-ball, futsal, tennis, netball, football,
through our cluster Southwest Kiwi Sport.
Senior Leadership team 2018. Glenn Bermingham (Principal), Phonderly Siohane (Assistant Principal), Roshni Amputch (Assistant Principal).

Variance Report 2018 : New Windsor School
Target 1:
Historical Position

2018 Target

Strategic Aim 1
Using baseline student achievement data from the end of 2018 for
all year levels in reading, writing and mathematics, the following
targets were set:

Focus Area

Year Group

Gender

Ethnicity

Mathematics

4 x Year 3
2 x Year 4
5 x Year 5
(11 students)

Male/female

Pasifika

Aim 1.1.2
The students in Years 2/3/4 who achieved below their expected
Maths standard at the end of 2017 will achieve at their appropriate
maths stages/curriculum level by the end of 2018.
(11 focus students)

Outcome
Reasons for variance
Maths (Pasifika): Eleven students in this The key role of the New Windsor 'lead
group were still at NWS at the end of 2018.
teachers' is to use their special knowledge /
strengths to support our targeted students.
The students achievement and assessment
data was analysed against three maths
The Lead Teacher, Mathematics witnessed
domains:
accelerated learning and progress made by the
target students. However, as the students were
❖ addition/subtraction
‘cause for concern’ the Lead Teacher noted it
❖ multiplication/division
was important that a solid period of time was
spent on each domain. For students who
❖ proportions/ratios
struggle with maths understanding, moving
onto new concepts before the old ones are
The Lead Teacher, Mathematics stipulated
understood will result in little understanding
that these students required a good
understanding of all three domains in order to of any concepts.
improve in place value and fractions
The Lead Teacher, Mathematics had learning
knowledge.
conversations with teachers mentoring them
All 11 students made notable progress in
in the teaching of maths - modelling lessons,

Where to next ?
The disparity between the domains are quite
definite. As a School we need to investigate what
is the amount of teaching time for each domain
during the school year?

As a result of the outcome of the investigation
of why, we need to formulate solutions to
address this.
To provide teachers with the support they
require to develop in their Maths pedagogy
and classroom teaching, NWS teachers will
receive professional development in
implementing the Learning Progression
Framework (LPF) and Progress and
Consistency Tools (PACT). This professional
development will be facilitated by the
Ministry of Education, and the Lead Teacher,

addition/subtraction knowledge, with 8 out of
11 students achieving at their Curriculum
Level.
Even though there was evidence of growth in
multiplication/division and proportions/ratios
for all students, only 4 out of the 11 students
achieved at their curriculum level in these two
domains.

Mathematics and the Maths Focus Team.

observing lessons, resources, how to use
equipment.
Besides the 11 Pasifika target students, the
Lead Teacher, Mathematics worked with
different groups of students who were
identified by their teachers as requiring
additional maths learning support. This
proved to be beneficial for students across all
year levels.

The PaCT tool will help teachers to identify
and target support required to improve
learners progress and achievement.
Strengthen the Home/School partnership
meetings with parents. Provide them with the
resources they require to support their children
at home.
Closer monitoring of the target students for
2019.

Target 2:
Historical Position

2018 Target

The 2017 students in Years 2, 4 and 5 achieving below their Focus Area
reading level benchmark will achieve their reading level
benchmark by the end of 2018. (8 focus students)
Reading

Outcome
Reading
(Maori/Pasifika/Asian/MEA/European):
Eight students in this group were still
attending NWS at the end of 2018. Five
students out of 8 achieved their reading level
benchmark.

Year Group

Gender

Ethnicity

4 x Year 3
3 x Year 5
1 x Year 6

Male/female

Maori
Pasifika
Asian
MEA
European

Reason for variance
RTLit - the Resource Teacher of Reading
worked with New Windsor and implemented
a literacy support programme (Teacher
Opportunities Programme - TOPS) with two
teachers who were chosen because they each
had the majority of our ‘target students’ in

Where to next ?
Continued involvement with the RTLit
delivering a programme of support and
guidance into New Windsor. Two more
Teachers will participate in TOPS in 2019
(Year 3/4 level).

All 8 students made significant shifts in their
comprehension and retelling of stories since
the beginning of 2018.

their rooms. The programme involves
modelled lessons, discussions with the RTLit
and a weekly professional development
session in the teaching of reading.
TOPS was an effective intervention
programme for our target students. Five
students achieved their goal to read at their
chronological reading level by the end of
2018. The 3 students who were below their
chronological reading level had made noted
progress and were able to average accelerated
progress of 9 reading levels over the year.

Consolidate and enhance home/school
partnership literacy support through the Early
Reading Together Programme. This will
provide parents with ideas and strategies for
promoting reading at home.
Our Literacy Enrichment Teacher will provide
additional literacy support (reading and
writing) for a targeted group of Junior
students.
Continue the School-wide focus on
comprehension.
Regular professional learning conversations to
talk about priority learners, teaching practice
and what can be done differently to shift
students’ achievement levels.
Continue reading intervention programmes,
for example, Reading Recovery, TOPS, for
target students and other priority learners.

Target 3:
Historical Position

2017 Target

The students in Year 1/2 achieving below the standard in writing at
the end of 2017 will achieve at their expected curriculum level at
the end of 2018. ( 10 focus students)

Focus Area

Year Group

Gender

Ethnicity

Writing

2 x Year 2
8 x Year 3

Male/female

Pasifika

Outcome
Writing (Pasifika): Ten students were still
attending New Windsor at the end of 2018.
One student achieved their expected

Reason for variance
Whilst students may not have met their
expected curriculum level, 7 students
progressed within the writing levels and 2
students were just below meeting their

Where to next ?
Noticing - the disparity between reading and
writing results. As a school we need to
prioritise action to investigate why and how
the gap between these two literacy

curriculum level at the end of 2018.

expected curriculum level.
There was no intervention programme for this
group of students. The support they required
was integrated within their classroom
programme.
Some thoughts:
❖ Is the analysis of our students’ writing
too stringent for our ESOL students?
❖ Are the writing results a reflection of
the complexities involved in learning
to write.
❖ A teacher’s overall judgement - how
does this look across classrooms? Is
there sufficient moderation and
discussion taking place amongst
Classroom Professional Teams (CPTs)
and school-wide to ensure that we
assess students fairly? What is the
solution for next year?

components has widened.
Addressing - as a result of the outcome of the
investigation of why and how, we need to
formulate solutions to address this.
Planning for improvement, teachers will have
regular professional discussions about writing
assessment practices, making teacher
judgements and build a shared understanding
of student progress and achievement. Regular
writing moderation meetings will be held in
2019.
The Whanake Te Kakano Project (support
with phonological awareness and oral
language) has been implemented at NWS
however the Lead Teacher Writing will be
more “hands on” in ensuring it is well
integrated into teachers’ literacy programmes.
School-wide spelling approach will continue
in 2019. Students at all levels will learn words
from the Essential Spelling lists.
Greater parent engagement through
Home/School Partnership meetings. The Lead
Teacher/Writing Team will provide regular
opportunities for parents to attend literacy
support meetings and how they can help their
children become effective writers.

Closer monitoring of the School target
students throughout 2019.

Target 4:
Historical Position

2018 Target

Year 2-6 Maori students of Te Whanau Puawaitanga who require
acceleration in reading are included in the Extra Reading
Programme in English Medium.

Focus Area

Year Group

Gender

Ethnicity

Reading

3 x Year 2
3 x Year 3
2 x Year 5

Male/female

Maori

Outcome

Reason for variance

Where to next ?

Nine students in this group were still at New
Windsor at the end of 2018.

Mid-year of 2018, one Year 3 student was
discontinued and one Year 5 student was
withdrawn.

The BOT will continue to resource the extra
work being delivered by our literacy
enrichment teacher.

The Year 5 was withdrawn as the classroom
teacher needed to work with the student
during her allocated time with the Literacy
teacher. It was agreed she would be supported
with reading in the classroom. The Year 3
student had achieved her reading level
therefore was discontinued.

The refinement of the literacy enrichment
programme will continue.

Two out of the nine students achieved their
reading level benchmark.

The literacy teacher noted that unsurprisingly,
the lack of regular attendance for some
students is reflected in their minimal progress
in reading.
We continue to reflect and refine the delivery
framework of the Extra Reading Programme
in relation to student engagement and
response.

Strengthening the Home/School Whanau
relationship to encourage regular attendance,
as well as greater engagement of parents in
their child/childrens’ reading.

